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Fig.1: δ2H-ranges of Calcium Formate (CaFo) from beet and grape sugar.

The illegal post-fermentative addition of „non-grape“
C3-sugars like beet to wine can be proven by the
analysis of its hydrogen isotope ratios. Using Krueger
Formates the non-exchangeable hydrogen isotopes
of the sugar are measured which enable a separation
of the different botanical origins and thus detection of
a fraudulent substitution (s.Fig.1).
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Today’s common oenological practice to produce semi dry wines
consists of a complete fermentation first and then adding back
“sugar”, the so called sweet reserve. For the purpose of sweetening
wines after fermentation only the addition of grape must or
concentrated grape must (also rectified) is permitted. The addition of
foreign sugar like sucrose respectively invert syrup from beet is
illegal. Today site-specific deuterium NMR after fermentation can be
used for verifications but this is rather costly, time consuming and
needs high sample volumes.

Method
For the synthesis of the Calcium Formates a modified version of the
original method from Dana Krueger [1] was used. In principal the
sugar of the (concentrated) wine is oxidised stepwise to formic acid
by ammonium cerium (V) nitrate in perchloric acid. The formic acid is
isolated by watersteam-distillation and precipitated as calcium salt
(s. equation 1). The dried Calcium Formate can be used for
measurement of the hydrogen stable istope ratios by SIRA.
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Equ. 1: Principal of the synthesis of Calcium Formate originating from glucose.
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Fig.2: δ2HV-SMOW Calcium Formate values of authentic grape musts from different origins
(left), commercial wine (-spritzer) samples (middle) and beet sugar (right);
suggested CaFo δ2HV-SMOW cut-off value; * falsified sample (s. text below).

In figure 2 there is one sample of wine spritzer which
falls below the proposed δ2H cut-off value for the
Calcium Formate of the sweet reserve, a clear
indication for the presence of foreign (beet) sugar.
The respective wine maker was caught in flagranti
and convicted of fraud by the Bavarian Health and
Food Safety Authority.
Figure 3 shows the δ2H-values of wines depending on
the growing region along with the according δ2Hvalues of the precipitation water. One Greek sample
shows untypically low CaFo-values which has to be
classified suspicious - in dubio pro reo.
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Fig.3: Schematic δ2HV-SMOW-values of annual precipitation for Europe effected by inter alia latitude, continental or temperature
effects [2].including δ2HV-SMOW Calcium Formate values of the residual sugar in commercial wine, * suspicious sample.

Conclusion
To detect the illegal addition of non-grape sugar to wine for sweetening, respectively to detect fraud of rectified concentrated grape
must, the use of Krueger Formates are suggested. The method stands out compared with the classical approach by the relatively short
time of analysis (<48h), the need of only very little sample amounts and the use of common IRMS/IRIS analysers.
reference 1: Krueger, A. Dana „Detection of Added Sugar to Fruit Juices Using Carbon and Hydrogen Stable Isotope Ratio Analysis“ methods to detect adulterations of fruit juice beverages, Vol.1, 1995
reference 2: https://www.earthmagazine.org/article/cold-case-files-forging-forensic-isoscapes, 20190925, 16:00
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Today’s common oenological practice to produce semi-dry wines consists of a complete
fermentation first and then adding back “sugar”, the so called sweet reserve. For the purpose of
sweetening wines after fermentation only the addition of grape must or concentrated grape must
(also rectified) is permitted. The addition of foreign sugar like sucrose from beet is illegal. This
should not be confused with chaptalization which is the enrichment of the must prior fermentation
to enhance the alcohol content. This is allowed under certain conditions.
To check for an illegal addition of sugar to wine, it is useless to look for the presence of sucrose since
a “smart” fraudster will use full invert syrups which show the natural sugar composition of grapes
(glucose/fructose : 1/1). In such cases, the residual sugar can be evaluated by stable isotope ratio
analysis. The available detection method implies the fermentation of the isolated sugar, quantitative
distillation and NMR analysis of the ethanol. Using SNIF-NMR (site-specific natural isotopic
fractionation nuclear magnetic resonance) the addition of C3-sugars like beet can be verified. In
principal this concept works but there are major disadvantages which are first and foremost the need
of an expensive NMR instrument. Furthermore, it is very time-consuming because of the
fermentation and fairly large sample volumes are needed which can limit the possibility to carry out
an analysis.
We present a novel method to proof the illegal addition of beet invert sugar to wine using so-called
Krueger Formates. The principal of the method is to convert the residual sugars to formic acid
followed by a steam distillation and precipitation as calcium salt. Now the hydrogen isotope ratios
of the calcium formate can be determined. They display only the non-exchangeable hydrogen of
the sugar, a requisite for a successful method. The 2HV-SMOW-values of beet sugar with about -80‰
differ significantly from those of the wine (grape sugar) with about 10‰ and usually more which
enables the detection of a foreign sugar addition. Compared to the SNIF-NMR concept the Krueger
Formate method can be done in a much shorter time, needs much less sample and uses IRMS or
CRDS for the detection which are much more common and less costly than NMR. First
measurements already convicted a counterfeiter so to speak in flagranti.
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